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Person centred approach : Carol story



Carol’s supported living where she lived was pleasant, but it was unsuitable for her physical needs. Carol is wheelchair dependent and her bedroom barely had space to fit her wheelchair inside and was very challenging when providing the support she needs. Each day, it was essential to carol to enjoy some time alone, to relax in her own space, listening to relaxing music. Having her bedroom directly onto the busy lounge, rarely provided her with the peaceful environment she wanted. Carol found a spacious supported living house that was purpose build for wheelchair users and was located in a scenic location that was more suited to her physical needs. In addition to Carol’s physical needs, with non-verbal communication and a profound learning disability, being supported be new people in a new environment would require careful planning. We worked together with Carol and her team, who had supported her for some time, who know her well prior to transition. Using person centred planning and thinking tools enabled us to ask the right questions and capture valuable information that would make Carol’s transition a successful one. By capturing a detailed description of what a good day and a bad day looks like for Carol, we are able to ensure her routines and maintained, we can learn what things are important to Carol and how best to support. It also helps us avoid the things that make her feel unhappy. Page 1 of 27
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For Carol, probably the most valuable information captured through person centred planning, was how she communicates. During the transition process, we asked her support team as the time, to complete a How I communicate with you chart, explaining what Carol does to indicated her choise or express how she is feeling. They also completed a How WE communicate with you chart so Carol’s new support team would speak to her using familiar words and objects of reference, ensuring consistency in how she is supported. Carol’s transition went smoothly with as little disruption to her usual day as possible. Using person centred thinking tools through transition, enables people to live the life they want, that doesn’t change when there are changes in their support team or environment and when communication is a challenge.



What does « person centred » mean ? Person centred practice is defined by the Department of Health in England as ways of commissioning, providing and organising services rooted in listening to what people want to help them live in their communities as they choose. Person centred practice is about commissioning, providing and organising services rooted in listening to what people want, to help them live in their communities as they choose. This means that : • Practitioners actively seek out exactly what an individual thinks are their needs and how they would like them to be met. • Individuals have a say in who will offer the care, in what form and when. • Practitioners recognise that individuals have the right to change their mind and to receive different services as necessary. Changes can be made to care given without always reporting to more senior staff. • Notice is taken of what is working for an individual as well as what is not.



What is the « person centred approach » ? The person-centred approach is based on the theory and philosophy of Dr Carl Rogers. It is a non-directive approach to being with another; that believes in the others potential and ability to make the right choices for him or her self, regardless of the therapist's own values, beliefs and ideas. Reference: http://www.bapca.org.uk/ Page 2 of 27
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What is « person centred approaches in transition » By Helen Sanderson Person centred approaches offer us a different way of gathering information about children and young people, that can help learn together about what is important to the person, what they want for their future and what support they need. Reference: http://www.helensandersonassociates.co.uk/media/11277/using%20person%20centr ed%20approaches%20in%20transition.pdf



What is « person centred planning » By Helen Sanderson Person centred planning is a process for continual listening and learning, focussing on what is important to someone now and in the future, and acting upon this in alliance with their family and friends. In the UK the government policy 'Putting People First' stated that person centred planning must become mainstream. In 2010 guidance was issued to help councils use person centred thinking and planning to deliver the personalisation agenda. Reference: http://www.helensandersonassociates.co.uk/reading-room/how/personcentred-planning.aspx



What does mean « person centred » ? My own definition with my own words. Person centred means thinking about what is best for an individual, how to make feel happy and comfortable the individual ensuring the best possible well being in accord of respect, of dignity and to offer a REAL choice without forgetting the individual is always first to choose and can change the mind and take risks. It's all about understanding the needs of well being (spiritual, emotional, cultural, religious, social and political.) What make feel good the person to live the life day after day. Page 3 of 27
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Assignment task – Carol story: Questions



« Capturing a detailed description of » → What a good day looks like for Carol. → What a bad day looks like for Carol.



« Answer to » → What things are important to Carol ? → How best to support about the things who are important to Carol.



« How to communicate with Carol » → Complete a « how I communicate with you » chart. Explain what Carol does to indicate her choices or to express how she is feeling. → Complete a « how WE communicate with you » chart. For Carol’s new support team, explain how to communicate using familiar words and familiar objects of references, ensuring consistency in how she is supported. Page 4 of 27
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Understand person centred approaches for care and support.



① Define person centred values. Person centred values include: → Individuality : This means that you recognise each person is unique. Every individual will have their own way of life, their own preferences and views. Everyone is different and should be treated in a way that celebrates this difference. → Rights : These may be legal rights such as those covered by The Human Rights Act. They may be moral rights, such as the right to be treated with respect or dignity. → Choice : This means a REAL choice not one which is seriously limited by others. It can be an informed choice (although think about how many choices you make which are fully informed) It may be a choice which other people feel is wrong. → Privacy : The quality or condition of being secluded from the presence or view of others. In recent years there have been only few attempts to clearly and precisely define a "right to privacy." Some experts assert that in fact the right to privacy "should not be defined as a separate legal right" at all. By their reasoning, existing laws relating to privacy in general should be sufficient. Other experts, such as Dean Prosser, have attempted, but failed, to find a "common ground" between the leading kinds of privacy cases in the court system, at least to formulate a definition. One law school treatise from Israel, however, on the subject of "privacy in the digital environment," suggests that the "right to privacy should be seen as an independent right that deserves legal protection in itself." It has therefore proposed a working definition for a "right to privacy": The right to privacy is our right to keep a domain around us, which includes all those things that are part of us, such as our body, home, property, thoughts, feelings, secrets and identity. The right to privacy gives us the ability to choose which parts in this domain can be accessed by others, and to control the extent, manner and timing of the use of those parts we choose to disclose. Reference: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Privacy#Definitions Page 5 of 27
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→ Independence : The state or quality of being independent. This means not to be influenced or controlled by others in matters of opinion and conduct. It means thinking or acting for oneself and not being influenced by the thought or action of others. → Dignity : This means treating people with respect and recognising that they have worth. It means treating people as individuals and enabling them to maintain their self respect. → Respect : This means the condition of being esteemed or honoured. To show respect for an individual means to have esteem for or a sense of the worth or excellence of a person, a personal quality or ability, or something considered as a manifestation of a personal quality or ability. → Partnership : This means that there is a fair partnership between practitioners and individuals. It means that each party listens carefully to the other person, and tries to understand things from their point of view. It means that they share ideas and are honest about what can and cannot be achieved.



Information : The values or person centred working recognise that the individual is the expert on their own needs and how these should be met. It recognises the value of working in partnership with an individual. As practitioners we can offer advice and information but the final decision will usually lie with the individual. Only in exceptional circumstances where they are deemed not to have the capacity to make specific decision with the final say rest with a practitioner.



② Explain why it is important to work in a way that embeds person centred values. It is important to work in a way that embeds person centred values as, rights, choice, partnership, dignity and individuality because these values underpin all person centred work.
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By remembering them and making sure they are embedded into everything we do we can ensure that we work in a truly person centred way. -



This means that each individual is able to have their unique needs recognised and the care we offer can meet these needs in a way that suits the individual.



-



This means that the individual is as the centre or all care related to them. They decide what they want to happen, when, how and by whom.



-



This means that the individual can take risks and enjoy their life to the full.



-



This means that the individual can continue with activities they enjoy.



-



This means we focus on quality of life. What makes a difference ? What works ?



-



This stops practitioners from seeing themselves or being seen by others as ‘expert’ and put them in the role of ‘partner’



-



These values foster respect and empower individuals to take control of their own destiny.



③ Explain why risk taking can be part of a person centred approach. It's important to take risk in part of a person centred approach. If you were no longer allowed to take risks, that means you can’t progress in anything. Risk is about learning! Your inner questions. Can I do it ? Can I REALLY do it ? To take risk is all about challenge! If your right to take a risk was limited by others, that means you can’t decide by yourself and your right of liberty to take risk does not longer belong to you and so you literally lost control of your own destiny. To take risk can be, SHOULD BE! an important part of a person centred approach for an individual because this is a part of choice in person centred work. Take risk make feel more responsible the individual to take control of his own destiny and it's make feel important for the individual of what he really want! Taking risk in part of person centred approach is about asking the person, reading their life and speaking to others about the individual background. What are their preferences, wishes and needs.
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It's all about dignity and how to treat the individuals with respect and to recognize that they have value. Taking risks in person centred approach means treating the person as an individual and assisting them to maintain their self respect and control of their own destiny. By offering a positive vision of success, the individual can be able to manage risk. Take risk is about take control of life!



④ Explain how using an individual’s care plan contributes to working in a person centred way. A care plan may be known by other names e.g. support plan, individual plan. It is the document where day to day requirements and preferences for care and support are detailed. Page 8 of 27
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Using a care plan contributes to working in a person centred way because you have access to all the information you may need about the individual and can offer what is best for the individual in a way who fit the individual as best as possible. That’s include information about the individual’s -



communication (example: if individual has impairment of hearing or vision that is only on one side),



-



skin integrity (example: if individual has tissue damage),



-



personal safety and mobility (example: if individual is a wheelchair user),



-



mental state and cognition (example: if individual changes in mood or behaviour),



-



breathing (example: if the individual smokes, how their smoking is managed in accordance with the care home smoking policy),



-



eating and drinking (example: if the individual has swallowing difficulties the consistency and amount of prescribed thickened fluids is recorded in personal care plan),



-



hydration (example: if the individual has risk of scalding assessed),



-



oral care (information about the individual of how to provide mouth care for teeth cleaning, gums and tongue),



-



elimination (example: if the individual use catheter),



-



personal hygiene and dressing (example: if the individual required assistance with dressing),



-



sleeping (example: if the individual take medication to assist to sleep),



-



pain (example: if the individual has side effects of any analgesia),



-



medication (example: if the individual self-medicates, a self-administration of medication risk assessment has been completed in care plan),



-



lifestyle (example: if the individual has religious, spiritual, cultural or diverse needs and has requested it, a member of their faith has been contacted and written in care plan),



-



short term personal care plan (here are the individual choices and preferences about short term care plan),



-



end of life care (here is individual permission and relatives are aware of and involved in the end of life care). Page 9 of 27
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All the care plan information are valuable information and help to ask the right questions and contributes to adjust as best as possible the needs of the individual, what make feel good the individual to live the life day after day.



Be able to encourage active participation.



Identify possible barriers to active participation. Only in exceptional circumstances where they are deemed not to have the capacity to make specific decision with the final say rest with a practitioner. There are several barriers to active participation: chronic pain, deafness, depression, immobility, insecurity, memory loss, physical complex, poor eyesight, sadness, the list is almost unlimited.



Information : Active participation is a way of working that recognises an individual’s right to participate in the activities and relationships of everyday life as independently as possible; the individual is regarded as an active partner in their own care or support, rather than a passive recipient.



Be able to support the individual’s right to make choices.



Support an individual to make informed choices. First of all, you MUST treat an individual with dignity and respect and recognise that each individual are different with different needs and want different choices and all have worth and rights and of course right to privacy. It's also very important to talk clearly and slowly during the communication when supporting an individual to make informed choices and it's essential to present all the information to the individuals who require care or support in a way they will understand. This way you are sure the individual can understand everything about what you are talking during the communication. It's take lot of time to learn all the different ways about how an individual communicates to know the difference between what he really want and what he don’t want. You MUST offer a REAL choice and not one which is seriously limited by others. It can be an informed choice and it can also be a choice which other people feel is wrong.
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After you are sure the individual knows all the possible choices you must help them to make a decision that they really want. Every individual have their own preferences and views. You must be patient and never let your personal views influence an individual's choices. The individual's choice should be independent. Also you must be honest about what can be achieved and what cannot be achieved.



Information : An individual refers to someone requiring care or support; it will usually mean the person or people supported by the learner. Consent means informed agreement to an action or decision; the process of establishing consent will vary according to an individual’s assessed capacity to consent.



Explain why a worker’s personal views should not influence an individual’s choices. Worker personal views should not influence an individual to make choices because an individual choice should be independent. Also every individual have their own preferences and views. When an individual make choice by himself, he/she keeps control of his/her own destiny. An individual know better first what is best than a worker personal views.



Be able to promote individuals’ wellbeing.



Explain how individual identity and self-esteem are linked with wellbeing. Individual identity and self-esteem are linked with the notion of well being because when you know where you are from, you know where you go and when you feel good inside, I mean when you have a good opinion about yourself, then you also feel good in your life. Well being is about spiritual, emotional, cultural, religious, social and political things. It's all about what make feel good the individual to live the life day after day as good as possible.
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Describe attitudes and approaches that are likely to promote an individual’s well being. Attitudes and approaches that are likely to promote an individual’s well being are:



- Being caring and encouraging about the individual. -



Listening to what the individual has to say and to get involved with what they have to say or what they are interested in by asking questions and being understanding and supportive.



-



Asking questions is essential and to give positive comments and feedback help to make feel the individual important.



-



Being calm, do not sound angry or negative but showing a positive facial expression help the individual to be feel like a friend. This way the individual know he/she can have trust.



Also, some tips for promoting well being are: To learn about the individual’s personal history (where did they come from? what was their family like? what work did they do? did they have children? what have their relationships been like?) To learn about the individual’s likes and dislikes (what music do they like? what food and drink do they prefer? what hobbies and activities do they enjoy? what makes them laugh?) To think about your attitude and approach (are you welcoming and respectful? do you treat each person as an individual? do you deal only with physical or health care needs and ignore or pay little heed to other needs?) To think about the environment (if you are in a day centre or residential setting does it support a person centred approach? can people be individuals or are they expected to stick to a time table decided by staff?) To offer real choices (do you offer someone a real choice or a choice between two things they are not going to like? do you offer too much choice, especially for someone who is not used to making decisions?) To avoid assumptions (don’t assume you know that a person is not able to make a choice, or that they are dependent. Ask people what they want to do and respect their decisions.) To think about the small things (what are the little things that improve the quality of life? Is it important to have tea in a particular mug or cup? Does a person like to sit in a particular chair? Apparently small things matter.)
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To offer praise and encouragement (try not to patronise, but praise a person who achieves something and encourage them to try to do things for themselves where possible and appropriate.) To enjoy their company (show you enjoy being with a person. Share experiences and discuss things that the person is interested in. Listen to what they have to say and respond thoughtfully.) To be watchful (be aware of each individual you see. Notice if they are happy or unhappy. Notice if they seem unwell or different.)



Support an individual in a way that promotes a sense of identity and selfesteem. Example with a resident who have dementia in my work place: Let's name the resident James. Situation: My resident James forgets how to comb his hair. First, I will explain to my resident James by showing on myself how to comb the hair. Second, I will make a picture card for James who explain the task to do step by step for how to comb the hair. Also I will ask later to James if he know how to comb the hair by showing on me. Then I will congrats James for completing the task and tell him how he done well during sharing together a nice cup of tea.



Demonstrate ways to contribute to an environment that promotes wellbeing. Example with a resident in my work place who wants to go to Church: Let's name the resident Joan. Situation: My resident Joan wants to go to Church but ask me to not take the others who don’t really want to go to Church. By agreeing with Joan about the idea to take only the others who really want to go to Church, my resident Joan will know that I take her beliefs seriously.
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Assignment task – Carol story: Answers



Carol Person Centred
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« Capturing a detailed description of » → What a good day looks like for Carol. A good day for Carol is to have time alone in her own big room, relaxing in her own space, listening to relaxing music. → What a bad day looks like for Carol. A bad day for Carol is to be in her bedroom directly onto the busy lounge without the possibility to relax alone and to listen relaxing music.



« Answer to » → What things are important to Carol ? The things who are important to Carol are: -



To have time alone.



-



To have her own big room with large space. (Carol is wheelchair user)



-



To relax alone in her own room and to listen to relaxing music.



-



Carol support team are very important because they support her for some time and know her well prior to transition. They provide help for profound learning disability and non verbal communication.



→ How best to support about the things who are important to Carol. The best to support about the things who are important for Carol is the thinking tools and person centred planning and of course Carol’s support team. Thinking tools, person centred planning and support team are all Carol physical needs who help her to open the best future possible. Carol is wheelchair user and she needs her large own room to have time alone to relax and to listen relaxing music. For Carol, all this MATTER and help her to live her life day after day in the best environment she needs.
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Carol physical need Person Centred
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« How to communicate with Carol » → Complete a « how I communicate with you » chart. Explain what Carol does to indicate her choices or to express how she is feeling.



Communication Chart What is the Communication chart tool ? The communication chart is a simple but powerful way to record how someone communicates with his or her behaviour. While it is a critical tool to have when people do not communicate with words, it is also important to use when communication with behaviour is clearer than the communication with words, or when what people say and what they mean are different. This tool helps: -



As a way to help us to focus on people's communication whether they use words to speak or not.
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-



To identify and clarify communication whenever what the person does communicate with their actions is different from what they say.



-



It works by giving a snapshot of how someone communicates.



'Everyone who is dependent on others for support has an especially critical need to have his or her communication understood' Michael Smull Reference: http://www.helensandersonassociates.co.uk/reading-room/how/person-centredthinking/person-centred-thinking-tools/communication-chart.aspx



To indicate her choices or to express how she is feeling, Carol uses familiar object of reference and uses familiar words. This is the ways for Carol’s support team to speak to her. → Complete a « how WE communicate with you » chart. For Carol’s new support team, explain how to communicate using familiar words and familiar objects of references, ensuring consistency in how she is supported.
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To communicate with Carol, using familiar words and familiar objects of reference, Carol’s new support team use a communication chart tool who ensure consistency in how she is supported.



How I and WE communicate Carol’s chart
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Person centred approach : Jennifer story



The contract said you will need to promote an inclusion lifestyle, independence and choice, but no suggestions on how to do or what this looked like for Jennifer. Jennifer is described by those who know her well to be a well organised and confident lady who enjoys spending time painting her nails, putting her make up on and takes great pride in her appearance. She lives with 2 other people in a supported living home. Jennifer’s support plan file was bursting with paper and a wealth of information from a whole wealth of people over the years and professionals, giving their recommendation on what this could look like for Jennifer. At best, this information is great in creating some ideas on how to boost Jennifer’s wellbeing and give the support team some ideas to try. However every time a new recommendation come forward the staff team had been trying and trying their best to implement the advice. For Jennifer there seemed to be more unsuccessful events than successful ones, to the point that it felt that opportunities were becoming more and more limited, Jennifer seemed to be getting more and more unsettled and she was starting to get a negative reputation within her local community. It was clear to the people in Jennifer’s life that something had to change and fast. By doing a review of what’s working and not working from different people’s perspectives, we learnt that there had been too much emphasis on the paper work and Page 20 of 27
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not on improving Jennifer’s life and that we had not asked professionals enough why and how questions, we also needed to have a greater understanding on what is important and what works best for her. What we did learn is that Jennifer is a fantastic communicator, even though she does not use words, we learnt that pictures work really well for her. By using the communication charts we were not just able to learn how Jennifer communicates, but also how we should communicate with Jennifer. The team started to work with Jennifer to gather a collection of pictures to help develop her communication, from local places, things she may like to do, food choices, housekeeping through to personal care. Putting Jennifer in the driving seat on making choices and decisions about her life. We also learnt that being organised and planning a day ahead is really important to her. We learnt that Jennifer is very skilled at sorting things out and organising herself, but needed to know the sequence of events; she could not always remember them all or would get muddled, making her feel anxious and cross. We introduced a tomorrow board to help Jennifer to make choices about how she wants to spend her day, she then organises the sequence of events by using pictures. The team also spent time with Jennifer to develop her one page profile; this has formed the basis of her support plan, on what is important to Jennifer and how best to support her. We know that she loves handbags and shoes, having her hair done, real attention to detail to how her nails and make up is applied. This has been the starting point for developing great community connections. She is a regular visitor now at her local health centre and hairdressers. When out and about, she has uses a talking key-ring, so she can let people know where she wants to go and what the next steps are. Jennifer’s life is looking very different now, by knowing that she is involved in making decisions in her life, she has developed trust with the people around her, she is making her own choices, going to places she likes to be, gained new independence and has made new friends. The team have also learnt that it is okay to ask professionals questions to ensure that they get greater clarity on what is expected. The person centred thinking tools have not only enabled the team to sort out what inclusion, independence and choice looks like for Jennifer, but they are much clearer about how Jennifer communicates and what good support for Jennifer looks like, seeing the difference that this has made has been truly inspiring.
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Jennifer person centred



What is the « person centred thinking tools » ? There are a range of practical person-centred thinking tools, that are based on the foundation of person centred planning. Person-centred thinking can be used to build a person centred plan (Essential Lifestyle Plan) over time. The person-centred thinking tools were developed by the Learning Community for Person Centred Practices www.learningcommunity.us and the Inclusion movement www.inclusiononline.co.uk
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The Person-Centred Thinking Tools are: -



Sorting Important To/For



-



Sorting What's Working/Not Working



-



The Doughnut Sort



-



Matching Staff



-



Relationship Circle



-



Communication Charts



-



Learning Log



-



4+1 Questions



-



Decision Making Agreements



-



Presence to Contribution



-



Good day/bad day



-



One-Page Profiles



Reference: http://www.helensandersonassociates.co.uk/reading-room/how/personcentred-thinking/person-centred-thinking-tools.aspx



What does mean « person centred thinking tools » ? My own definition with my own words in one phrase. Person centred thinking tools is a picture of the individual’s needs with words.
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Jennifer's person centred thinking tools
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Review of what’s working and what’s not working with a communication charts
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Jennifer’s support plan life
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Jennifer’s support team life
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